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To most students of general physiology in recent years, the
subject has been synonymous with the monumental treatise of Bay-
liss. The present text, being intended for college undergraduates,
is much less discursive. That it is sufficiently broad in scope is
indicated by the chapter headings: Surface Action; The Colloidal
State; Diffusion and Permeability; The Dissociation of Electro-
lytes;; Enzymes; The Physical Nature of Cell Components;
Muscle; Ciliary Movement, Amoeboid Movement and Melano-
phore Contraction; Nerve; Secretion; Tropisms; Digestion; Respir-
ation; Circulation; Fertilization of the Egg. Some additional sub-
jects are treated in rather unexpected places; thus the coagulation
of blood is discussed under enzymes and a brief mathematical treat-
ment of growth curves is given under digestion. The book is un-
usually clear and readable and for the most part free from dog-
matic statements on unsettled questions. Only a few minor errors
have been noted.
It is to be hoped that some dav a book on general physiology
will appear in which a knowledge of physical and colloidal chemistry
will be taken for granted, so that these branches of science will be
used rather than merely described or explained. In such an ideal
text the author would avail himself fully, in cases where it applies,
of the precision of mathematical expression. Such a book need not
have the imposing size of the usual medical texts, but it should
have adequate references to the literature. While Professor Pond-
er's aim in the present text is much more modest than that of this
hypothetical work of the future, he has perhaps gone as far in
the direction suggested as the present state of the science and the
training of students will permit. His book is to be commended
for its brevity and clarity. It should be helpful to all scientific
students of physiology, elementary or advanced, general or medical.
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